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A rigorous mathematical theory of approximations is developed for abstract 
nonrelativistic quantum scattering systems within the two-Hilbert-space framework. 
An approximate space of asymptotic states and an approximate asymptotic 
Hamiltonian must be specified initially. An approximate N-particle Hamiltonian is 
then constructed and proved to be self-adjoint. Approximate wave operators are 
shown to exist and, in certain interesting cases, to be asymptotically complete. 
Certain sequences of the approximate wave operators are proved to converge to the 
exact wave operators in an appropriate limit. Thus approximate scattering 
operators are unitary and converge to the exact scattering operator. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The two Hilbert space formulation of nonrelativistic N-body quantum 
scattering theory (cf. [ 1,4-9, 13, 14, 20, 221) is characterized by the sextuple 
G- (2&HN,GF,H,J,za}. (1.1) 
Here HN is the total Hamiltonian (a self-adjoint operator) acting on the 
Hilbert space RN. H is the asymptotic Hamiltonian (a self-adjoint operator) 
acting on the Hilbert space b%“. J is a bounded identl$cation operator from 
2 to XN. R has a decomposition 3 = SF @ Pb that reduces H. and Za is 
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the orthogonal projection of 3’ onto GY’. The time-dependent wave 
operators R * : A? + XN are 
Q * G f2 * (HN, H, JZ”) E s-lim eiH~~‘JZae-“” 
t+*m (1.2) 
and their adjoints are denoted by $2 * *. The scattering operator S: ,F’ + ,X is 
SEQ+*Si-. (1.3) 
We refer to the sextuple G as the exact scattering system, and we collect the 
assumptions that we make about 6 in Assumption A in Section 2. 
Some of the main mathematical problems are to prove that the wave 
operators Q * exist, are asymptotically complete and satisfy the invariance 
principle. It is also desirable to prove certain spectral properties of the total 
Hamiltonian operator HN. These problems have received considerable 
attention in recent years ([ 1, 12, 201 and references cited therein). 
The ultimate practical goal of scattering theory is, however, to calculate 
physical quantities such as scattering amplitudes. For this it is necessary to 
have approximation schemes. These schemes should preserve certain 
desirable general properties (symmetries, unitarity) of the exact amplitudes. 
They should also be flexible enough to incorporate as much as possible of 
the physical lore of the scattering problem. Finally, they should, ideally, tit 
within a framework that is embedded in the exact theory in a mathematically 
rigorous way and that provides for convergence of the approximate 
amplitudes to the exact ones. 
In this paper we develop a time-dependent approximation theory for 
nonrelativistic N-body quantum scattering which has these properties. Within 
our theory an approximation to the exact scattering system G is charac- 
terized by a sextuple 
G(n,H*)~{~~,H,,~n,H=,J~,H”}, (1.4) 
which we call an approximate scattering system. .YP is a Hilbert space 
defined by R” = IZR, where 
is an orthogonal projection operator that commutes with I”. The symbol 17” 
(II”) will be used to denote the orthogonal projection of either X, 3”“, or 
R” (X*) onto dzpna (OF*). H” is an approximate asymptotic Hamiltonian 
(a self-adjoint operator) acting on Z” that is constrained to be equal to H 
on Rna. J” is the bounded approximate identification operator defined by 
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and its adjoint is denoted by J”*. Z* is the closure of the range of J” 
Rn 3 g(J”). (1.7) 
H,, is the approximate total Hamiltonian defined by 
H, 5 P,H,P,, (1.8) 
where P, is the orthogonal projection of RN onto ZZ. 
An approximation to the exact scattering system G is thus completely 
specified by the orthogonal projection IZ and the approximate asymptotic 
Hamiltonian H”. The necessary abstract properties of I7 and H” are 
collected in Assumption II in Section 3. We then develop our theory of 
approximations, obtaining the result that G(I7, H”) has the same 
mathematical structure as 6. In particular. Hz is proved to be self-adjoint on 
XX (Theorem 3.7), and the approximate wave operators Q”‘:Z” -+Rz 
defined by 
= s-l;c eiHntJ17ae - iHt (1.9) + 
are shown to exist and be isometric (Theorem 3.11). Under further 
assumptions, which we believe can be realized in practice, Qn* are proved to 
be asymptotically complete and to satisfy the invariance principle (cf. 
Theorem 3.13 and Remark 3.14). The adjoints of fin* are denoted by LIZ* *, 
and an approximate scattering operator S”: 3” --) ZK is defined by 
y s p+*p-. (1.10) 
We next consider sequences of approximate scattering systems G(l7, H”) 
in Section 4, the defining properties being collected in Assumption II”‘. 
Certain sequences of the approximate Hamiltonians H, are shown to 
converge to HN in the strong resolvent sense (Theorem 4.5), and the 
corresponding sequences of the fin* are shown to converge strongly to fi * 
(Theorem 4.6). 
Appendix A contains certain technical results concerning compact 
operators. Appendix B contains an index of the numerous major operators 
and Hilbert spaces of this paper. 
We believe that our theory of approximations is the first in which 
approximate scattering systems have been constructed, proved to have the 
same mathematical structure as that of the exact time-dependent scattering 
theory and proved to converge to the exact theory. The structure of our 
theory is similar to that of the Petryshyn theory of strong approximation 
solvability and A-proper operators [ 181. The major relevant difference 
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between the two theories is that our approximating subspaces <TX and .F” 
are of infinite, rather than finite, dimension. This difference is, in fact, the 
key to preserving the abstract structure of the scattering theory at every level 
of approximation. The theory presented in this paper is therefore to be 
contrued as providing a new rigorous theory of approximations for 
nonrelativistic N-body quantum scattering systems. 
We also believe that our theory provides a viable general framework 
within which to make practical calculations of physical interest [ 2, 9, 19 1. 
Our notions of how this should be done will be presented in future papers. 
2. EXACT SCATTERING SYSTEMS 
A. Infinitesimal Smallness 
DEFINITION 2.1 (cf. [20]). Let L: .% --+.F’ be a densely defined linear 
operator on a Hilbert space 37, and let K: .X -+ <$Y be a linear operator from 
.S’ to a Hilbert space y. If the domains satisfy G(K) 3 B(L), and if for all 
E > 0 there exists a finite b = b(c) such that 
IIW < E IlLwll + b llwll (2.1) 
for all w E g(L), then K is said to be infinitesimally small with respect o L. 
This is written K < L. 
The following lemma is well known: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L be self-adjoint. Then K -@ L if and only if the norm 
IIK(iy-L)-‘II-+0 as lyl+ a. 
B. Abstract Assumption A 
ASSUMPTION A. The exact scattering system G = {RN, H,, GF, H, J, I”} 
is said to satisfy Assumption A if the following live statements are true: 
(Al) RN is a separable Hilbert space, and H,: g(H,) cRN -xv is a 
self-adjoint operator that is bounded from below. 
(A2) 3 is a separable Hilbert space, and H: g(H) c G?++ R is a 
self-adjoint operator that is bounded from below. Its spectral family is 
denoted by E(A). There is a decomposition SF = X0 OR’ that reduces H. 
1’ is the orthogonal projection of Z onto 3”. The restriction H” of H to 
.F’ has only absolutely continuous spectrum consisting of a half-line. 
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(A3) J:X+zN is a bounded linear operator. J maps g(H) into 
g(H,), and J*, the adjoint of J, maps Q(HN) into g(H). The operator 
JJ*: RN + PN has a bounded inverse. 
(A4) The operators V: g’(V) c 6F” -P RN and V*: g( V*) c RN + X, 
VrHNJ-JH and V* GE J*H, - HJ*, (2.2) 
satisfy V 6 H and V* < HN, respectively. 
(A5) The wave operators Q * : GF+ RN defined by Eq. (1.2) exist and 
are partially isometric, i.e., 
n**a* =p. (2.3) 
Remark 2.3. The assumptions of [9] are contained in Assumption A as 
the particular case 2’ = R and la = I. The main reason for introducing the 
decomposition R = ,GF’ @Rb and for defining the wave operators 12 * to 
be zero on Rb is to allow the abstract theory to encompass the approx- 
imation theory introduced in Section 3. Also now included, although this is 
not the main intent, is the case in which I” is the projection onto the 
absolutely continuous subspace of H (cf. [ 1, 12,201). 
The symbols R*, S, V, and V* defined in Eqs. (1.2), (1.3), and (2.2) will 
standardly denote the corresponding operators for the exact scattering 
system. We will also use the notation 
RN= RN(z) = (z -H,)-’ and R = R(z) SE (L -H)-’ (2.4) 
for the resolvent operators defined on RN and R, respectively. 
3. APPROXIMATE SCATTERING SYSTEMS 
A. Assumption Il 
ASSUMPTION ZZ. The approximate scattering system G(ZZ, H”) defined in 
Section 1 is said to satisfy Assumption Zl if the following statements are 
true: 
(Z70) The exact scattering system G satisfies Assumptions (Al)-(A4). 
(Z71) The orthogonal projection Z7 = ZZ’ @ ZZb: 3 = 2” @ .Rb + R” 
maps Q(H) into G(H) fTZ”. 
(Z72) The approximate asymptotic Hamiltonian H” is self-adjoint and 
has domain that satisfies l7G9(H) c LT(H”) c g(H) r‘lx”. The operator ZZ 
commutes with H” on C$(H”). H” is reduced by the decomposition 
&“” x$$-” @&““b and thus may be written as H” = H”” 0 Hxb. On 
C9(Hna) = G9(H”) r%F”” the operator H”” is given by H”” = H”, whe!e H” 
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is the restriction of H to the reducing subspace R”. The operator H”* is self- 
adjoint and bounded from below on Rnb. 
(173) The operator J”J”* has a bounded inverse, denoted by (J”J”*) - ‘, 
on LZX = A?(J”J”*). 
(n4) The operators U”: g(W) -RN and U”*: g(H,)-tZ”, 
U” = H,J” - J”H” and U”’ zii J”*HN - H”J”*, (3.1) 
satisfy U” & H” and U”’ < HN, respectively. 
Remark 3.1. A concrete prototype of an approximate scattering system 
G(n, H”) that satisfies Assumption L’ was described in [ 91. In that example 
Z = Z’ and H” = H. The more general structure introduced here permits 
more flexibility in constructing practical approximations. 
Remark 3.2. (a) The operator (JnJR*)-’ P,: ,s+?~ 03; -<Xx is an 
extension of the inverse defined in Assumption Z73. It is the unique maximal 
generalized inverse [ 161 of J”J”*. 
(b) If G satisfies Assumptions (Al )-(A4), then V G H, V* < H,v and 
Assumption (D4) holds if 
HII-IZH”<H” and ITH-HH”l’I<<H. (3.2) 
In particular, if 2 = R” and H” = H, then Assumption (ZZ4) is a conse- 
quence of [ZI, H” J = 0 and the assumed properties of G. It was hence 
unnecessary in [9]. Alternatively, suppose that Znb c G(H) and is finite 
dimensional. Then H*lI*, i7*H, and H”* are bounded operators and 
Assumptions (ZZ2) and (fl4) are satisfied. 
B. Properties of J” 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let J” and P, be as defined in Section 1, and let P” 
denote the orthogonal projection of A?@ onto s(J”*). Then 
P, J” = J” = J”f’” (on 31, (3.3) 
J”‘p, = J”* = p”J”’ (on 4h (3.4) 
P, = (JnJn*)-l J”J”’ (on (TN). (3.5) 
Ps = J”J=*(J”J=*)-’ P, (on *Z= @ 3;). (3.6) 
Proof Equations (3.3) and (3.4) are consequences of the definitions of 
P, and P”. Equations (3.5) and (3.6) represent known properties of the 
generalized inverse [ 16, Theorem 5.7, p. 621. I 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let J”, P,, and P” be as defined in Proposition 3.3, and 
let II be an orthogonal projection on 2 Assume that J”‘J” - II is compact. 
Then 
(a) the operator J”‘J” -P” is compact; 
(b) the operator J”J”’ - P, is compact; and 
(c) the maximal generalized inverse (J”J”*)-’ P, is bounded. 
ProoJ: Since J”‘J”P” = J”‘J” and nP” = P”, it follows that the operator 
J”*J” -P” = (Jx*JZ -n) P” is the product of a compact operator and a 
bounded one. Hence it is also compact. Theorems A2 and A3 of Appendix A 
are applicable, and we can conclude that J”J”* -P, and (J”J”*)-’ P, -P, 
are both compact. It follows that (JnJa*)-’ P, is bounded. 1 
Remark 3.5. In practice the space X often has the form Z = 0, ZA. 
The operator L’ is of the form n = 0, n,, where fl,: RA + RA are 
orthogonal projections. The operator J” is given by J”@, vA = CA n, vA. 
The statement that J”*J” -n is compact is then equivalent o the statement 
that the products lZ,l7,, A # B, are compact. (Verifying this is a tractable 
problem.) Theorem 3.4 then implies that JJA r;r, -P, is also compact. Thus, 
Theorem 3.4 encompasses an earlier result of Simon [23]. Our proof is, 
however, substantially different from that published by Simon. Simon 
remarks, and we have independently verified, that the converse is also true. 
Remark 3.6. If (Jn*Jn -lI) E S,, where S, is a trace ideal, then 
(J”*J” - P”) E SP. Then by Theorem A2, J”J”* - P, E S,. 
C. Self-adjointness of H,, 
The self-adjointness and certain other properties of the approximate total 
Hamiltonian H, are established in this subsection. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let S(I7, H”) satisfy Assumption II. Then the operator 
H, = P,HNP, is self-adjoint and bounded from below on ZZ. 
Proof: By Assumptions (A3) and (nl) the operator J”J”* maps g(H,) 
into g(H,). Furthermore, J”J”*g(H,,,) is dense in Z=. This is so because 
g(HN) is dense in RN and because J”J”* has, by (173), closed range 
&?(J”J”*) =Z,. Since H,J”J”* = P,H,J”J”* the operator H, is defined on 
J”J”*g(H,,,) and hence is densely defined. The operator H, is obviously 
symmetric and bounded from below. 
For any real y, 1 y ] > 0, define A,(y): RN -+ ZN by 
Substitute 
A,(y) G (iy - H,,,) J*J”*R,(iy) - J”J”‘. (3.7) 
H,,,Jn = J”H” + U” (3.8) 
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and the resolvent equation 
J”*R,(iy) = R “(iy) J”* + R”(iy) U”*R,(iy), (3.9) 
where R”(iy) s (iy - H”)-‘, into Eq. (3.7). This yields, after rearranging 
terms, 
A,(y) =J”U”‘R,(iy) - U”R”(iy)[J”’ + U”*R,.(iy)]. 
This implies 
llU~)lI < VII /I ~“*Mi.4ll 
+ II ~“R’W)ll (IV” II + II ~“‘R,di~)ll). 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
By (ZZ4) and Lemma 2.2 the quantities 11 Un*R,,,(iy)lj and II U*R*(iy)ll, and 
hence also IIA ,(Y)II, can be made as small as desired by choosing lyl large 
enough. Assumption (D3) then implies that [I(J”J”‘)-’ P,A,(y)ll < 1 for 1 yl 
sulTiciently large. 
For any real y, I y 1 > 0, define now B,(y): &“N + Rz by 
B,(y) = P,(iy - I-f,,,) J”J”*R,v(iy) = (iy - H,) J”J”*R,v(iy). (3.12) 
Then, 
B,(y) =J”J”*[IN + (JT*)-’ P,A.(y)l, (3.13) 
where I,,, is the identity on RN. Since [Z, + (J”J”‘)-’ P,A,(y)j is invertible 
for I y I sufficiently large, it follows that B,(y) maps ZN onto xx. Equation 
(3.13) thus implies that &@(iy - H,) = Zx for I y I sufficiently large. 
Appeal to Theorems VIII.3 and X. 1 of [ 201 completes the proof. i 
We denote the resolvent operators defined on R” and RI, respectively, by 
R”(z)= [z-H”)-’ and R,(z) = (z - HJ’. (3.14) 
Another elementary pruperty of J” is given by 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let G(I7, H”) satisfy Assumption l2l Then 
(a) g(H,) = J”J”‘g(H,) c g(HN) nR=,, 
(b) @(H,J = J=J”*G?(H,) = (J=J=*)-r G(H,) = P,c~((H,~). 
Proof of (a). In the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3.7 it was 
proved that g(H,) x~ J”J”‘.@(H,) c g(HN) nRz. Since B,(y), defined in 
Eq. (3.13), is surjective for I yl large enough, then given any w E g(H,) there 
is a 6’ ERN such that (iy - H,)I,u = B&)8. Thus, v/ = J”J”*o, where 
(D = R,(iy)BE a(HN), and GZ?(H,) cJ”J”*5J(H,). The proof of (b) will be 
given after Theorem 3.10. 1 
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By Proposition 3.8(a), the operator (z - ZZN) P,R,(z) = (z - HN) Z?,(z) P, 
is well defined on RN for Im z # 0. It is, in fact, bounded, and the following 
theorem gives an estimate for the bound: 
THEOREM 3.9. Let S(l7, H”) satisfy Assumption II. Let y be real, and 
suppose that 1 y[ is so large that b,(y) = ll(J”J”*)-’ P,IJ lIA,(y)(l < 1, where 
A,(y) is deJined by Eq. (3.7). Then for any fixed z, Im z # 0, 
II@ - ~df’,R,(z)ll G 41 - WW’, (3.15) 
d=d(z)=(l +lyl-‘lz-iy()(l +IImzI-‘Iz-iyl). (3.16) 
Proof: For any fixed real y # 0, 
(~-4JtJ,(z)= [(~-~~)R,(iy)l[(iy--~)P,R,(iy)l[(iy-H,)R,(z)l. 
(3.17) 
The first factor in square brackets on the right side of Eq. (3.17) is bounded 
in norm by (1 + I yJ-’ Iz - iyl), the third factor by (1 t limzl-’ Iz - iyl). It 
follows that ll(z - HN) P,R,(z)(( < d Il(iy - HN) P,R,(iy)ll, where d is defined 
as in Eq. (3.16). 
Let A,(y) and B,(y) be defined by Eqs. (3.7) and (3.12), respectively. Let 
I y I be so large that b,(y) < 1. Then, it follows from Eq. (3.13) that if 
C,(y) = [IN + (J=J=*)-‘P,A,(y)]-’ (JnJX*)-’ P,, (3.18) 
then B,(y) C,(y) = P, and 
(iy - HN) P,R,(iy) = (iy - HN) JnJn*R,(iy) C,(y). (3.19) 
Since P, J” = J”, the factor (iy - ZZ,,,) on the right side of Eq. (3.19) can be 
replaced by [iy - H, - (IN - P,) H,P,]. This results in 
(iu - HN) PJWY) = P, + (IN - P,) A,(Y) C,(Y). (3.20) 
The inequalities Il(iy - HA f’,Uiy)ll G 1 + Ik(~)ll II C,(v)lL and II C,(~)ll < 
11 -b,W-‘ll(J”J”*)-‘P,II are implied by Eqs. (3.20) and (3.18) respec- 
tively. Inequality (3.15) is an immediate consequence. 1 
D. Verification of Assumption A. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let G(IZ, H”) satisfy Assumption II. Then G(l7, H”) 
satisfies Assumptions (Al )-(A4). 
Proof. (i) Since RN is separable, the subspace 2, = P,S?$ is also 
separable. By Theorem 3.7 the operator H, is self-adjoint and bounded from 
below in ;F”,. Thus, S(ZZ, H”) satisfies Assumption (Al). 
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(ii) Since R is separable, the subspace Z” = G%? is also separable. 
By assumption (ZZ2) the operator H” is self-adjoint and bounded from below 
in 8”. By Assumption (n2) the subspace Zna reduces H” and the 
restriction of H” to RX“ has only absolutely continuous spectrum consisting 
of a half-line. Thus, G(ZZ, H”) satisfies Assumption (A2). 
(iii) Because P,J” = J” = Jn17, the operator J”: T -+<;It”n can be 
considered as a bounded linear operator from J“” to .p=. If Cp E Q(H”), 
then J”@ = JZZcD E g(HN) by Assumptions (n2) and (A3). Since H,J”@ = 
P,H,J”@, it follows that JxCZ(H”) c G(H,). Similarly, if v E L?(H,) then 
y E CC(H,)n.;F= by Proposition 3.8(a). Assumption (n2) then implies that 
J”‘G(H,) c J”’ [GZ(HN) n ,.W=] c J”*QZ(H,) c Y(H”). Finally, by Assump- 
tion (ZZ3) and Theorem I.7 of [20], the operator J”J”* has a bounded inverse 
on TX. Thus, G(ZZ, H”) satisfies Assumption (A3). 
(iv) The potential operators V”: g(H”) -+ RX and V”‘: 8(H,) -+ SF’“, 
V” GE H,J” - J”H” and V”’ E J”‘H, - H’J”‘. (3.2 1) 
satisfy V” = P, U” and V”‘ = U”*P,. Then V” < H” by Assumption (D4). 
For y real, V”‘R,(iy) = U”*R,(iy)(iy - HN) P,R,(iy). By Lemma 2.2 and 
Assumption (174) 11 U”*RN(&)II --+ 0 as 1 yI -+ co. Since d(iy) = 1, Theorem 3.9 
implies I/(@ - HN) P,R,(iy)l( < [ 1 - b,(y)]-‘, where b,(y) + 0 as 1 yl -+ 03. 
Thus, 1) V=“R,(iy)ll -+ 0 as ly/ + co and Lemma 2.2 implies that Yz’ + H,. 
Thus, G(ZZ, H”) satisfies Assumption (A4). 1 
Proof of Proposition 3.8(b). By Theorem 3.10 G(n, H”) satisfies 
Assumptions (Al)-(A4). Except for a change in notation the proof of the 
first two equalities in Proposition 3.8(b) is the same as that of Theorem 3 of 
151. The last equality then follows from Propositions 3.3 and 3.8(a). I 
In order for G(n, H”) to define a scattering system, the approximate wave 
operators R” * defined in Eq. (1.9) must exist and be isometric. This is the 
subject of the next theorem which will assume one of the following two con- 
ditions. 
CONDITION C. Condition C is said to be satisfied if there is a set 8” c 
C&(H) n.p” dense in R” such that ZZawa c 8” and 
c dt II Ve-iHf@411 < 00 (3.22) III >fo 
for some finite t, > 0 and for all Qp” E x”“. 
CONDITION TC. Condition TC is said to be satisfied if the operator 
VE(A)IZa:R+RN is trace class for all finite intervals A c R = (-00, a). 
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THEOREM 3.11. Let G satisfy Assumption A, and let G(IZ, H”) satisfy 
Assumption II. Suppose, in addition, that either Condition C or Condition TC 
is satisfied. Then G(l7, H”) also satisfies Assumption A. 
Proof: It is sufficient, because of Theorem 3.10, to prove that G(n, H”) 
satisfies Assumption (AS). 
Suppose that Condition C is satisfied. Since the wave operators defined by 
Eq. (1.9) trivially exist on Znb, it remains only to show the existence on 
Rn’. Because 
is uniformly bounded in t, it is sufftcient to show the existence of strong 
limits as t + f co on the dense subset IZ’Z”. By an abstract version of the 
Cook method (cf. [20, Theorem X1.4]), 
< dz 11 Ve-iH’17a@aII (3.24) 
for all t > s > 0 and all W E nag’. The last inequality in (3.24) holds 
because V”l7” = P, VW and l7’e- iH”f@a = e-iH117a@a. It follows that the 
left side of Eq. (3.24) converges to zero as s + co by Condition C. Hence 
P(t) is Cauchy as t -+ co and 0,’ defined by Eq. (1.9) exists on R”“, and 
hence on Za. Similarly, R”- exists on 2”. 
Suppose now that Condition TC is satisfied. By Theorem 3.10 the 
operator f” maps @(Hz) into B(H,). Further, for finite intervals A G R, the 
operator V”(A): &” + Rn defined by 
V”(A) = E,(A) V=,!?(A) 17” = E,(A) P, V,??(A) II’ (3.25) 
is trace class, where E,(-) is the spectral family of H, and E”(.) is the 
spectral family of H”. This is because V”(A) is the product of the bounded 
operator E,(A) P, and a trace class operator. Pearson’s theorem [ 171 (cf. 
also Corollary 2.2.1 of [ 111) is then applicable and yields the existence of 
the wave operators W* on ZZa. 
Now, since 6 satisfies Eq. (2.3) of Assumption (A5), the exact wave 
operators in Eq. (1.2) are parital isometries with initial space Z“. 
Equivalently [ 13, Theorem 6.11, 
,t,m, IIJe-iHfZa4D/I = IIP@pJI (3.26) 
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for all @ E6F4 In particular, for all @ E Z”, I”@ = na@, and Eq. (3.26) 
may be rewritten in the form 
lim ]]J”e-H”‘ZZ”@]] = ,l+i,m, ]]Je-‘H”‘Z7”@]] = ]in”@l]. (3.27) 
I-*CD 
This is equivalent o the partial isometry of 52”* with initial space ,Yzu. a 
THEOREM 3.12. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.11 hold, and assume 
that J”*J” - IZ is compact. Then, the wave operators R* (H,, H”, 
(J”J”*)-’ J*ZZa) exist and are equal to on*, respectively. 
ProojI The compactness assumption implies, by Theorems 3.4 and A3, 
the compactness of (J*J”*)-’ P, - P,. An immediate consequence is that 
s-lim [(J”J”*)-’ P, -IN] Jn17’eci”“’ = 0, 
t+*co 
(3.28) 
since Rza is a subspace of absolute continuity of H” and since P,J” = J”. 
Eq. (3.28) and the definition of wave operators imply the theorem. 1 
E. Asymptotic Completeness 
It is interesting to ask if the wave operators fin* are asymptotically 
complete, that is if S(LY+ ) = S’(n=-) = R,,,, (the absolutely continuous 
subspace for H,). We have 
THEOREM 3.13. Let G(l7, H”) satisfy Assumption II. Let Condition TC 
hold, and let IIb and J”*J”-II be compact. Then the wave operators Q=* 
exist, are asymptotically complete and are partially isometric with initial set 
Gina and final set R”,,, . 
Proo$ By Theorem 3.10, J” maps Q?(H”) into Q(H,) and J”’ maps 
G(H,) into @(Hz). Further, for all finite intervals A, the operator V”(A) 
defined in Eq. (3.25) is trace class. The adjoint V”*(A) is then also trace 
class, and l7’E(A) V*P,E,(A) c V”*(A) is trace class. Pearson’s theorem 
[ 11, 171 is therefore applicable and yields the existence of the wave operators 
fini on .W” and of 
R * (H”, H,, LIaJz*) 3 s-lim eiHntnaJn*e-iH,tPn.ac 
t-foe 
(3.29) 
on (W,. Here, P, ac is the orthogonal projection of RX onto XX,,,. 
By assumption J”*J” - ZZ is compact. Then, because H”O = H” has only 
absolutely continuous spectrum, 
;-hrnm (17”Jz*JzZ7’ - I”) e- i‘fntna = s-lim ,a(,,* J” - fl) flaepiHnt = 0. 
t+*m 
(3.30) 
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In the language of [ 131, IIaJx* is a (epiHnt, *)-asymptotic left inverse for 
J”l7”. 
Further, by Theorem 3.4 J”J”* -P, is compact. Hence, because ZZb is 
also compact, 
JnnaJn’ - p, = J”J”* - p, - Jm@‘Jn’ 
is compact. But this implies that 
(3.3 1) 
7-l\; (J*Z7’Jx* - IN) eeiHxt P,,,, = s-lim (JnIfaJn* - P,) eCiHnf P,,,, = 0. 
t+iao 
(3.32) 
That is, Julia is a (eeiHzt, f)-asymptotic left inverse for 17’Jn*. 
The theorem now follows by Theorem 6.3 of [ 131. 1 
Remark 3.14. If the hypotheses of Theorem 3.13 are satisfied, then it is 
also true that the invariance principle holds for the wave operators a”*. 
That is, for a certain class of admissible functions cp the wave operators 
R * (cp(H,), @-Z”), JnZ7’) also exist on 2Yn, and on 27” 
52”’ = Q * (tp(H,), p(H”), J”n’)), (3.33) 
respectively (cf. [ 11 I). The invariance principle may hold even when there is 
no information about asymptotic completeness. In particular, let G satisfy 
Assumption A, and let G(ZZ, H”) satisfy Assumption ZZ. Let 
and suppose that there is a dense subset g of ka”” such that each @ E 8 
belongs to E( [ -m, m]) for some m = m( @) > 0 and 
11 V@II = o(ltl-‘-‘) as t-+ *co for some E > 0. (3.35) 
Then W* and ~2*(@kZ,), (o(H”), JnF’) both exist and satisfy Eq. (3.33) 
[ 10, Theorem 31. 
Remark 3.15. Theorems 3.11 and 3.13 are of more than academic 
interest, since the assumptions on ZZ are actually satisfied by the projection 
operators described in [9]. The proofs that this is so will be published in a 
subsequent paper. 
Remark 3.16. In preparation for the next section, we note that the 
operators 0 z * and S” defined on 2?‘cR (cf. Eqs. (1.9) and (l.lO), 
respectively) are also well defined on all of 27 By Proposition 3.8(b) the 
approximate total Hamiltonian H, defined in Eq. (1.8) is well defined on all 
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of G9(HN). It is also a self-adjoint operator on RN. The reason is that it is 
symmetric, and 
(iy-H,)[~(H,)O~j;]=~,O(iy-H,)&“f;=~~O,~i=~~~ (3.36) 
for 1 yl sufficiently large. The first equality in Eq. (3.36) is by Theorem 3.7. It 
follows that the resolvent operator R,(z) defined by Eq. (3.14) for z E p(H,) 
is also well defined on all of RN, and on <TV, 
R,(z) = R,(z) P, + (z) - ’ (I,$- P,). (3.37) 
4. SEQUENCES OF APPROXIMATE SCATTERING SYSTEMS 
A. Definition of G(n). 
The essential ingredient that allows us to call the system G(17, H”) an 
approximate scattering system is a theorem that the scattering operator S” 
for such a system can approximate the exact scattering operator S to 
arbitrary accuracy on Z. 
Consider then a sequence {n’“’ / of orthogonal projection operators P’ = 
n(n’a 0 z-fn’b: ,p+ z(n), where Z(“’ = ncfl)2? E Z’(n)’ @ R(“jb. For each 
value of n there are an approximate asymptotic Hamiltonian H(“‘, defined on 
G(H(“)) cS?(“), and a bounded identl@ation operator JCn’ z Jl7’“‘: 
P-*jF”. In addition, there are the space &,,) = &(J(“)) = P&$, where 
P(,, is the orthogonal projection of ZN onto <,,, , and the approximate total 
Hamiltonian H(,,, = PC,,, H,P,,, . These entities together define a sequence 
(G(n)} of approximate scattering systems 
WI = FG 3 4,) y x(n), H(“‘, J(n), fl(“)U 1. (4.1) 
For notational convenience in what follows, subscripts and superscripts 
(n) will be used in place of the more cumbersome fl’“’ that would be 
demanded by the previous notation. Also, the symbol flcnJa (flcnjb) will be 
used to denote the orthogonal projection of either 2, &o”‘) or Xa (Zb) 
onto &81n)o (GP)*). 
B. Assumption l7’“’ 
ASSUMPTION LP. The sequence {G(n)} of approximate scattering 
systems is said to satisfy Assumption Zi’ (‘) if the following statements are 
true: 
(Z7’“‘l) For each n, G(n) satisfies Assumption ZZ. 
(17(“)2) If n > m, lF”‘Z7’m) = LCm’. 
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@“)3) The strong limit @O”), which exists by Assumption (ZIcn’2), 
satisfies 
In addition, 9(JPm’J*) =ZN, ZI’“O’g(H) c g(H) and [ZZCao), H] < H. 
(I7(@4) For every @ E a(H), the sequence {H17’“‘b@} converges. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 6 satisfy Assumption (A2), and let {G(n)} satisfy 
Assumptions (l7’“’ 1)@“‘3). Then Assumption (Z7’@4) is equivalent to each 
of the assumptions: 
(lI’“‘4a) for some z E p(H), the resolvent set of H, 
s-lim [P’ - II@‘), H] R(z) = 0; (4.3) It+* 
(Z7(“)4b) for some z E p(H), 
s-lim (z - H)(l7’“’ - 17’O”‘) R(z) = 0; (4.4) n-cc 
(IIc”)4c) Eq. (4.4) is true for all z E p(H). 
ProoJ We omit the elementary proof. 1 
Remark 4.2. Assumption (ZZ’“‘4) is automatically true if (17(00)b) is a 
finite dimensional subspace of Q(H). In this case Hncrnjb is a bounded 
operator on Zb, and H17’“‘b@ = (Hflcajb) nCnJb@ therefore converges by 
Eq. (4.2). 
C. Convergence Results 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If the sequence {lI(“‘} satisfies Assumptions (II(“‘2) 
and (IZcn)3), then PC,, is a monotone increasing sequence of projection 
operators with strong limit IN as n -+ co. 
Proof We omit the elementary proof. I 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let G satisfy Assumption A. Let 17(O”’ be an 
orthogonal projection on Z satisfying 9(Jl7’“O’J*) =ZN, IIca’g(H) c 
g(H), and [II (*), H] < H. Then JJ7’*‘J* and (J17’OcI)J*)-’ map g(HN) 
onto a(HN). 
Proof: Let K,(y) = RN ‘(iy) JIZ’“O’J*R,(iy). Then the operator L,(y) = 
K,(y) - J17’m’J* may be written in the form 
L,(y) = JZ7’m’V*RN(iy) - VR(iy) 17(O”)[J* + V*R,(iy)] 
+ [J- VR(iy)][n (a3), H] R(iy)[J* + V*R.(iy)] (4.5) 
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(cf. [5, Eq. (2.30)]). By Lemma 2.2, ]]L,&)]] can be made as small as 
desired by choosing y sufficiently large. The remainder of the proof is, 
therefore, only a minor modification of the proof of Theorem 3 of [S]. I 
We can now prove the following crucial result concerning the convergence 
of the approximate total Hamiltonians H(,, to the exact H,V. We define 
R,,,(z) = (2 - H(n))- l and R’“‘(z) E (z - H(“))-1, (4.6) 
on 5”) and z(“), respectively, and note that the operators R(,)(z) are also 
well defined on all of RN (cf. Remark 3.16). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let {G(n)} satisfy Assumption IZ’“‘. Then the operator 
H, is the strong resolvent limit on RN of H(,, . 
ProoJ Let z with Im z # 0 and w E RN be given. By Eq. (3.37) and the 
triangle inequality, 
lI~,,,y/--R,WlI~lzI-’ lI(tv-P(n))V/II +II~(“,P,n,-Rvvl/. (4.7) 
The first term on the right side of inequality (4.7) converges to zero as 
n -+ co by Proposition 4.3. Assumption n(“)(3) implies that Z s .UI’“‘J* 
has. a bounded inverse on zN, and Proposition 4.4 implies that Z and Z- ’ 
map @(H,) onto g(HN). In order to estimate the second term on the right 
side of inequality (4.7), note the identities 
Rd’w, w - R,VJ = VL,P(,, -R,)R,‘(Z -.J’“‘.l’“‘*)Z-‘RNv 
= (R&n, -RdR,‘JR) 
x [R -‘(IZ(@ - Ilcn’)R ] R - ‘J*Z - ‘R, I,Y. (4.8) 
Since H(,, and H,,, are self-adjoint, the first term on the right side of Eq. (4.8) 
is uniformly bounded in norm by 2 ] Im z I ~ I. The second term is bounded by 
Lemma 1 of [4]. Therefore, the second term on the right side of inequality 
(4.7) converges to zero as n -+ co by Assumption (17(“)4) and Eq. (4.4) of 
Proposition 4.1. I 
A sequence of approximate wave operators a(“‘* : SF + q,,, (cf. Remark 
3.16) is defined by 
a(“)* zz fJ*(H,,,, H(“), J(“‘17(“‘a) = s-l;% @(“‘(r), (4.9) 
where 
Llcn)(t) E e iH~,,IJ(n)n(n)ae-iH(“‘t = eiH,,,tJn(n)ae-iHf. (4.10) 
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A sequence of approximate scattering operators S”‘): R-+ &Y(“’ c R is 
defined by 
s(n) E f-Jn(n)+*Qn(n’-. (4.11) 
The next result establishes the convergence of our sequences of approx- 
imate wave and scattering operators to the exact ones. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let the scattering system G satisfy Assumption A, and 
suppose that {G(n)} satisfies Assumption l7’“‘. In addition, suppose that 
either 
(i) Condition C is satisfied for a set 8” dense in Ra such that 
lSn)aP c P for all n; or 
(ii) Condition TC is satisfied for all n. 
Then l2* and Q(“‘* exist on 2, and 
JJ * = s-lim Q’“” (on 31, (4.12) “-CC 
fJ * ’ = pplim fJ(“) * * (on 4). (4.13) n-m 
S = w-lim P (on 4. (4.14) n+* 
Proof: By Assumption (A5) on G the wave operators Q* exist and are 
partial isometries with initial set R”. It was established in Theorem 3.11 
that the wave operators R(“)* exist and are partial isometries with initial sets 
R(“)‘. Eq. (4.12) is trivially true on Rb. Since IlQ’“‘* 11 < 1 uniformly in n, 
it is therefore sufficient to prove Eq. (4.12) on a dense subset a” cola 
which will be further specified in (c). For a given @” E W’ define 
v ( 
(n) _ fJ+ -p’+) @a 
7 (4.15) 
and let @tmia E f17(m)n @*. Also let O(t) = eiHNzJZne-““. The vector I#“) is 
the sum of the five terms 
vl”’ - Q + (1” - n(m)a) @I” 9 (4.16) 
y:“’ z [QR+ - O(t)] @(m’a, (4.17) 
l//s”’ 3 [L!(t) - n’“‘(t)] @(m’o, (4.18) 
WY’ 3 [fiw)(t) _ n(a)+ 1 @(m)a, (4.19) 
ly:“‘rL! ( CR’+ pm _ p p, 1 (4.20) 
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Let E > 0 be given. The five terms in Eqs. (4.16~(4.20) are of four types 
which we consider separately in parts (a)-(d). 
(a) Since an+ and R(“‘+ are partial isometries. 
I( I$ I( < (I(IPa - I=) @” (I (4.21) 
for j equal to either 1 or 5. Assumption (@“3) then implies that we may 
choose the integer m sufftciently large that I( I+Y:“’ (I < c/5 and /( I&” (/ < e/5. 
Let this m be fixed. 
(b) Since Q(t) converges strongly to 0’ as t -+ 00, there exists a t, 
such that t > t, implies that (/ @“\I < c/5. 
(c) (Hypothesis (i)). Let the dense set W’ be the set 8” in hypothesis 
(i), and take n > m. Then 0(“‘(t) @‘m’a has a continuous derivative given by 
$Q(“‘(r) @(m)o = ieiH(“)‘V(“)e-iH’“‘f~(“)a 
= ieiH(n)tp(nj ye-iHf@(m)a. (4.22) 
Here V”” = HJ(“’ - PIP’. Eq. (4.22) implies that 
m 
w4 
Cn) = -i ds eiH(n)rp(n) ~e-iHT~(m)a (4.23) 
(cf. 112, Eq. (X-3.24)]). Thus, 
11 y@‘ll < jfm dT I( Ve-iiHr@‘m’aII (4.24) 
for all n > m. Since @‘m’o E 8’“, Condition C implies that it is possible to 
choose t, (independent of n) sufftciently large that )I I&” I/ < e/5 for all t > t, . 
(c) (Hypothesis (ii)). Let the dense set kd” be the set of all 
@” E g(H) nRa such that W = E(d) Qp” for some bounded interval A and 
such that 
Take n > m and note the identity 
/Ilyyq2 = (p-P’(t) @(m’=ll* - (In’“‘+@(m’q*) 
- 2Re(Q(“) + @(m)a, y/y’) 
= d,(t) - 2d,(t). 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
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Since eiHcn)’ is unitary and a(“)+ is a partial isometry, 
4w = IIJ (n)e-iH’n)t(p(m)a 112 _ 11 ho 112 
= IJJe-iH~~(Wal12 - 11 pa 112. (4.27) 
But the right side of Eq. (4.27) converges to zero as I + co by the partial 
isometry of 0 + and [ 13, Theorem 6.11. Consequently, there exists a ti 
(independent of n) such that Id,(t)] < e2/50 for all t > t;. Now 
Q(m)’ E @(H(“)) so that Q(“)(t) @ W’ has a continuous derivative given by 
Eq. (4.22), and Eq. (4.23) is valid. Then 
d,(t) = *m jm dT(p)+fp)a, eiHwp(,, Ve-iHrQ(m)a) 
I 
by the intertwining property of R@)‘*. By the definition of H(“), we may 
replace eiH(“)’ in Eq. (4.28) by eiHr and commute 17(“‘)’ with eiiHT. Also, 
since @” E W, we may replace VZI(m)o by A Cm) = W(d) 17(m)‘. A WI) is a 
trace class operator by hypothesis (ii). Finally, let B(“) = n’m)aJ2’““‘P,,,, 
and replace r by r + t in Eq. (4.28). This gives 
d2ct) = l,jm d,.(@a, eiHreiHfB(n)A(m)e-iHfe-iHr~u). (4.29) 
0 
The hypotheses of Pearson’s lemma [ 171 are satisfied, and that lemma yields 
Id2(t)12 < 27rp I(B(“)I12 I~A’m~~l,j~m dr JJIA’m)11’2 e-iHr@alJ2, (4.30) 
where ]A MI) - I= ( A (m)*A (m))“2, (]A MI) ]]i denotes the trace norm of Atrn) and 
the integral on the right side of Eq. (4.30) is convergent. Therefore, since 
(]B(“)]] < 1, it is possible to choose t; sutliciently large (independent of n) 
such that Idz(t)t < e2/100 for all t> tc. Now let t, = maxft;, ty). Then 
1) I&‘]] < E/5 for all t > t,. 
(d) Let m, f,, and t, be as chosen in (a)-(c). For these fixed m and 
t > max( to, ti}, Theorem 4.5 and Theorem VIII.21 of [20] imply that there 
exists an integer no such that n > no implies 
Combining (a)-(d), we have proved that ]] I#“)]( < E for all 
n > max(m, no}. Since E > 0 was arbitrary, this proves Eq. (4.12) for R ‘. 
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The proof of Eq. (4.12) for R- requires only a few obvious modifications. 
Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) follow immediately from Eq. (4.12) and the definitions 
of a** and S. [ 
Remark 4.7. (a) Since we announced Theorem 4.6 (hypothesis (i)) in 
19, Theorem lo], a similar two Hilbert space result has been obtained by 
Briining and Gesztesy [3]. Theorem 2.1 of [ 3 ] is a more abstract result 
which does not appear to include our result as a special case. The main 
difference is that they use an abstract “uniform smallness at infinity” 
assumption (Assumption (D+) of [3]) h w ere, for our particular form of 
H Cnj, we are able to use only Assumption (ZZ(“)2) and the assumption that 
ZZ(n)afFqa c P” for all n. / i 
(b) The only other results that we know of which assume a trace-class 
condition (hypothesis (ii)) also require the trace-norm convergence of R,,,(z) 
to M4 (or H,,, to HN) (cf. [ 12, p. 55 1; 20, p. 27 of Vol. III]). Our proof 
requires only the strong-resolvent convergence of H(,, to H,. Theorem 4.6 
(hypothesis (ii)) is particularly interesting because the additional 
assumptions of Theorem 3.13 will then yield that the exact wave and 
scattering operators in Eqs. (4.12)-(4.14) are limits of asymptotically 
complete approximate scattering systems. 
The following theorem shows that the weak limits in Eqs. (4.13) and 
(4.14) may be replaced by strong limits if S is a unitary operator on 2’. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.6 hold and suppose 
that S is unitary on Z”. Then 
Q** = s-lim Q(“)** (on q>, (4.32) 
n-cc 
S = s-lim SCn) and S* = s-lim Scn” (oncfl). (4.33) 
n+m n-02 
ProoJ If S is unitary, then 9(Qn’) = 5?(W). Let li/ belong to this 
common range. Then, 
The first term on the right side of inequality (4.34) converges to zero as 
n -+ co by Assumption (nCn’3). Since Q*Q **v = v/ and flc”**O’“‘* = Z7(“)‘. 
the second term equals ]]QR(n)**(~cn)* - Q”) s2**y/l] and converges to zero 
by the uniform boundedness of R(“)* * and Eq. (4.12). This proves 
Eq. (4.32). Eqs. (4.33) follow by Eqs. (4.12), (4.32) and a triangle inequality 
argument. I 
Our final theorem of this section provides a partial converse to 
Theorem 4.8. 
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THEOREM 4.9. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.6 hold. In addition, 
assume that Eq. (4.32) holds and that the approximate scattering operator 
S@’ is unitary on R(*ja for each n. Then S is unitary on Ra. 
Proof: Equation (4.12) is valid by Theorem 4.6. Eqs. (4.12) and (4.32) 
then imply Eqs. (4.33). The unitarity of S@) implies that S(n)*S(n) = n@)O, 
which converges trongly to I” by Assumption (17(“)3). Thus 
0 = lim ]](S -SC”‘) @pII* = lim (@, [S*S - S*Sfn) - S(“)*S + ncn)o]@) 
n-m n+m 
= (CD, ]I” - s*s]@) (4.35) 
for all Cp E 3. It follows that S*S = I” (cf. [ 15, Lemma 3.9-31). In a similar 
way, it follows that SS* = I”. 1 
APPENDIX A: SOME COMPACTNESS RESULTS 
Let J”, J”‘, P,, and P” be defined as in Section 1 and Proposition 3.3. 
PROPOSITION A 1. (a) N(J”) = Jy(J”*Jz) and M(J”‘) = M(JxJK*). 
(b) *(J”) = ~(J~Jx*) and &?(J”‘) = @(J~*Jz). 
(c) ifJ”J”’ has a bounded inverse on g(J”), then 
p, = (J=J,*)-’ J”J”* = J=JJX*(JnJ”*)-’ p, (on 4A (A-1) 
p” =JX*(JnJn*)-1 J” 
(on 81, (A.21 
(d) IfJ”*J” has a bounded inverse on g(J”*), then 
p” = (J=*JZ)-1 J”*J” = JR*J”(J+J”)-’ p” 
(on 81, (A-3) 
p, = Jr(Jn*Jn)-I J”* (on 4). (A.4) 
Proof Clearly N(J”) c.,Y(Ja*Jn). Suppose that @ E M(Jn4Jn). Then 
)( J”@()’ = (@, Jn*Jn@) = 0. Hence J”@ = 0 and @ E Jv‘(J”). This proves that 
M(J”) =Jy-(Jn*Jn). The second equality in (a) is proved similarly. Since 
@A) =JqA *y f or any bounded operator A, the equalities in (b) follow 
immediately from those in (a). If J”J”* has a bounded inverse on g(J”), 
then the range 9z of J”J”’ is closed. Thus xN = sz @ 2:. and.Eq. (A. 1) 
follows from Proposition 3.3. Equation (A-2) is a transcription of [5, 
Lemma 31 to the notation of G(n, H”). The statements in (d) follow 
immediately from those in (c) by replacing J” by J”‘, P, by P” and P” by 
p I ?I* 
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THEOREM A2. (a) J”*J” - P” is compact on R if and only if 
J”J”’ - P, is compact on RN, and 
(b) (J”*J” - P”) E flp on Z if and only if (J,J,* - P,) E 9D on TV, 
where ..R’~ denotes a trace ideal [ 2 11. 
Proof: Suppose that J”*J” -P” is compact. Since J”‘J” - P” is also self- 
adjoint, it has the spectral representation 
J”* J” - f’” = x A, F(“‘, 
n 
(A.5) 
where {3Ln } is the set of real nonzero eigenvalues, (F(“) } is the set of 
associated orthogonal eigenprojections on R, and the sum converges in 
norm [ 12, Theorem V-2. lo]. The only possible point of accumulation of (A,} 
is zero. The projections (F(“) } form a complete orthogonal family for the 
subspace .N(J”*J” - Pm)‘. Since this subspace is contained in ,3(P”), we 
have 
p”j”“’ = F(“) = F’“‘p” (‘4.6) 
Also, the set {Fen)) together with the orthogonal projection 
F’kP=-x,,F(“’ f orm a complete orthogonal family for .W(Pr) = ,‘g(J”‘), 
and hence, by Proposition Al(b), for g(Jx*Jz). Thus, Eq. (A.5) rewritten in 
the form 
J”*J” = F” + x (1 + ,I,) F(“) 
” 
64.7) 
gives a spectral representation of the self-adjoint operator J”*J”. Since 
J”*J” > 0, application of Eq. (A.7) to a vector @ E .%?(Fcm)) yields that 
1 + i, > 0 for all m. Let c” G inf[ 1, (1 + A,,}]. Then for all Q, E F 
jlJ”*J”@ll > c= l]P”@lj. (A.8) 
Suppose now that cR = 0. Then A,,, = -1 for some m, and Eq. (A.7) 
multiplied on the right by FCm) gives J”*J”F’“’ = 0. This implies that 
3?(Fcm)) C. 4 ‘(J”*J”) = ./Y(J”), where the last equality is by Proposition 
Al(a). But P” annihilates M(J”). Hence, PzFtm’ = 0, and Eq. (A.6) then 
gives Ftrn) = 0. We conclude that 1, = -1 is not possible, and hence that 
cX > 0. It then follows from inequality (A.8) that (Jn*Jn)-’ P” exists and is 
bounded in norm by l/c”. Proposition Al(d) thus holds, and we may use 
Eqs. (A.3), (A.4), and (3.4) to write 
J”J”* - p, = Jx(JR*J”)-’ $‘“(J”*J” - f’“) J”‘. (A.9) 
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The right side of Eq. (A.9) is the product of bounded operators and the 
compact operator J”*J” -P”. Thus J”J”* -P, is compact. Indeed, because 
of the ideal nature of jp, (J”J”* -P,) E #p if (J,*J, -P”) E 9p. 
The proof of the converse statements are obtained from the above proof by 
interchanging J” with J”* and P” with P,. a 
THEOREM A3. (a) If J”*J” - P” is compact on R, then 
(JK*Jn), P” - P” is compact on R for all real a. 
(b) If (J”*S -P”) E 9jj on Z, then [(J”*J”)” P” - P”J E Yp on Z 
for all real a. 
(c) Statements (a) and (b) are true with J”‘J”, P” and A+’ replaced by 
J”J”‘, P, and RN, respectively. 
ProoJ: Suppose that J”*J” -P” is compact. Then the operator J”*J” has 
the spectral representation (A.7). The functional calculus thus gives 
(J=*J=)= P” = F” + c (1 + J,Jn F(“) 
n 
(A. 10) 
for all real a. It follows from Eq. (A.lO) that 
(J”’ Jn)= p” - p” = c /#“), 
n 
(A.1 1) 
where ,uu, = (1 + n,Ja - 1. The p,, are real, bounded, and can accumulate at 
most to zero. It follows [21] that (Jn*Jn)a P” - P” is compact. Further, 
(A.12) 
and sup ],u,/L,,,]” is bounded since the quotient p,,,lL, is a continuous 
function of A,,, for I, > -1. It follows that [(J”*J”)” P” - P”] E 9, if 
(JE*JX - P”) E 46. This proves (a) and (b). The proof of (c) is identical 
except for a change in notation. I 
APPENDIX B: INDEX OF MAJOR OPERATORS AND HILBERT SPACES 
The major operators and Hilbert spaces used in this paper are shown in 
the following three diagrams. Here [#I indicates the page number(s) of the 
description of the symbol. The arrows indicate the domain and range spaces 
(with unbounded operators defined on only a subspace). 
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I 
H,L*Ol 
R.&)[84 
DIAGRAM 1. Exact scattering system G. 
H=H”@H* 
ISO, 83 I 
R(z)]841 
E@)I831 
S1f31 I 
\ 
H” = H’” 
[8L 
R”(z)1871 
-W)]901 
P”[85] 
S”[82J 
3 
DIAGRAM 2. Approximate scattering system G(f2. H’) 
1 
H’“‘]93] ’ I r R’“‘(z)]95] S’“‘[96] 
DIAGRAM 3. Sequence {G(n)) of approximate scattering systems. (The notation is the 
same as that of Diagram 2 with subscripts and superscripts (a) used in place of the more 
cumbersome II’“’ that would be demanded by the previous notation). 
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